
100 Rules To Live By To Be Successful In
Wedding Photography
Wedding photography is a highly demanding and rewarding profession that
requires a blend of technical skill, creativity, and the ability to connect with people
on their special day. Whether you are just starting out or have been in the
industry for years, there are certain rules that, when followed, can significantly
contribute to your success. In this article, we will explore 100 essential rules to
live by as a wedding photographer, ranging from technical tips to client
management strategies.

Rule 1: Master the Art of Composition

Composition plays a crucial role in creating visually pleasing wedding
photographs. Learn and experiment with various techniques such as the rule of
thirds, leading lines, and framing to capture stunning images that tell a story.

Rule 2: Always Have Backup Gear

Technical malfunctions can happen at any moment. To ensure you don't miss a
precious moment, always have backup cameras, lenses, batteries, and memory
cards readily available.
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Rule 3: Understand Lighting Techniques

Lighting is a vital aspect of wedding photography. Learn to work with natural light,
as well as artificial lighting techniques like off-camera flash. This knowledge will
allow you to handle any lighting situation effectively.

Rule 4: Build a Strong Online Portfolio

Having a visually appealing online portfolio showcasing your best work is
essential for attracting potential clients. Regularly update your portfolio and
choose images that highlight your unique style and capabilities.

Rule 5: Develop a Signature Style

Discover your unique style and vision as a wedding photographer. Clients often
seek photographers who can deliver a consistent and distinctive aesthetic that
matches their preferences.

Rule 6: Always Be Prepared for the Unexpected

Weddings are spontaneous events with unpredictable moments. Anticipate
unexpected situations and always be ready to capture candid and emotional
shots.

Rule 7: Communicate Clearly with Clients

Establish effective communication with your clients from the initial inquiry to the
delivery of the final images. Understand their expectations and ensure you are on
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the same page to avoid any misunderstandings.

Rule 8: Embrace Continuous Learning

Stay updated with the latest photography trends, techniques, and tools. Attend
workshops, seminars, and online courses to expand your knowledge and improve
your skills.

Rule 9: Be Detail-Oriented

Capture the small details that make each wedding unique. From exquisite
decorations to intricate wedding attire, paying attention to details will elevate the
quality of your work.

Rule 10: Build Relationships with Wedding Planners

Wedding planners play a crucial role in the industry. Nurture relationships with
them, as they can provide valuable referrals and insights into the wedding
photography market.

Rule 11: Have a Backup Photographer

Weddings are high-stakes events, and having a reliable backup photographer
can save the day in case of an emergency. Network with other photographers
and establish a support system.

Rule 12: Deliver the Photos in a Timely Manner

Respect your clients' time and deliver the final images according to the agreed-
upon timeline. Efficient post-processing and editing workflows are essential to
meet deadlines.

Rule 13: Offer Customizable Packages



Every couple has unique requirements. Provide customizable photography
packages that cater to different budgets and preferences, giving clients flexibility
in choosing the services they need.

Rule 14: Capture Genuine Moments

Avoid excessively posed shots and focus on capturing authentic emotions and
interactions. Candid moments often make for the most meaningful and cherished
wedding photographs.

Rule 15: Network with Other Wedding Vendors

Connect and collaborate with wedding planners, florists, makeup artists, and
other vendors in the industry. Partnering with them can lead to cross-promotion
and valuable referrals.

Rule 16: Understand Different Cultures and Traditions

Weddings are diverse events, often incorporating various cultural and religious
traditions. Familiarize yourself with different wedding customs to ensure you
capture these moments respectfully.

Rule 17: Rehearse Camera Settings

Before the wedding day, rehearse different camera settings in various lighting
conditions. This practice will help you quickly adjust your settings on the go,
ensuring optimal image quality.

Rule 18: Keep Your Equipment Clean

Maintaining clean and well-functioning gear is crucial. Regularly clean your
cameras, lenses, and accessories to avoid any dust or debris compromising
image quality.



Rule 19: Stay Calm Under Pressure

Weddings can be chaotic and stressful. Keep a calm and professional demeanor
even in challenging situations, as your attitude will impact the overall experience
for the couple.

Rule 20: Experiment with Different Perspectives

Move around and explore various angles and perspectives to capture unique
shots. Don't be afraid to climb a tree or lay on the ground to capture an
extraordinary perspective.
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In this book I give you 100 of my most valued secrets for a successful wedding
photography careen. You’re reading this because you either already provide
wedding photography or you’re thinking about giving wedding photography a try.
Either way I am glad you are taking the time to read this. In this book I have jotted
down 100 of the most important details you must have as part of your Wedding
Photography process. Things that you really need to think about before setting
out to photography your first wedding. If you are already providing wedding
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photography for your clients take this information as a refresher. Whatever your
experience level please take all this information very seriously. Wedding
photography can be great!! You can make allot of money and make many people
very happy!! Just follow the simple advice I present here, and you should do just
fine!!
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